
FOCUS®the all-
in-one
solution



With the fastest lead time in the industry, SitOnIt Seating® offers 
high-quality seating that combines award-winning design with 
intelligent ergonomics. From healthcare to higher education, we’ve 
been the go-to destination for built-to-order seating since 1996. 

Born and bred in California, all of our key collections are designed 
in-house and rigorously tested for quality control, strength 
and durability. We make customization easy—our user-friendly 
ChairBuilder® tool lets you design your dream chair with just a few 
clicks. With chairs, sofas and stools for every desk, space and  
environment, the possibilities are endless. 
 
Discover premium seating solutions—at a fraction of the price. 

WHO WE ARE

Custom-designed chairs, no waiting. Our lean manufacturing 
operation means we can ship built-to-order chairs in just 2 days. 
That means we can build the chair you want—and deliver it when 
you want it—at a price no one else can match.

OUR BUILT-TO-ORDER 
PROMISE

FASTEST SHIPPING 
IN THE INDUSTRY
Choose from 2, 5 or 10-day shipping. We cut lead time, sync orders 
and avoid off-schedule shipments at a rate our competitors just 
can’t match. From start to finish, we maximize efficiency in every 
single area—whether it’s sourcing and logistics or assembly and 
production.

CALIFORNIA
BORN

AND BRED

EST.1996
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How comfortable  
can you get?

Meet the reigning champ of sit tests. Experience a chair so comfortable it hardly ever crosses 
your mind—from the moment you sit down until it’s time to head home. Our best-selling seating 
solution works just about anywhere you need it thanks to subtle details like a wider back frame, 
fully integrated lumbar support and an extra-deep seat. Discover Focus® and see why it’s been a 
customer favorite since day one.

TEXTILE: Slate Mesh (back), Maharam Medium Pool (seat)
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SIDE

TASK STOOL

EXECUTIVE

BAR STOOLHIGHBACK TASK

MIDBACK TASK

meet the 
family

TEXTILES (LEFT AND RIGHT): Sand Mesh (back), Knoll Textiles Journey Arcade (seat); Freeway Mesh (back), Momentum Infinity Rinse (seat); Black Mesh (back),  
Green Hides Lena Black (seat); Impress Mesh (back), Momentum Cover Cloth, Cyan (seat); Medium Cherry Wood (back), Knoll Textiles Hourglass Cork (seat);  
Electric Blue Mesh (back), Momentum Velocity Azure (seat)
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thoughtful design.  
smart support.   
It’s all in the details. Our signature, dual curve frame takes its cues from modern, industrial design 
while also reinforcing key points of contact so your back is optimally supported throughout the day. 
A built-in lumbar system is crafted into every Focus® back to help promote correct posture. 

Need extra support? No problem. You can always add on 
an adjustable lumbar for more personalized support. 

TEXTILE: Black Mesh (back), Momentum Beeline Sprout (seat)
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all grown up 
With polished aluminum accents, a sleeker profile and an iconic back frame, our Focus® 

executive takes private office seating to the next level. We added pivot arms for extra-
personalized support and larger casters that move just a bit faster (so you can switch gears 
and multi-task like nobody’s business).

settle in. get to work.
Discover comfort so remarkable it’s actually unremarkable. As in, you can finally 
stop (re)adjusting your seat—and get some work done. We designed the extra-
roomy seat cushion from molded foam and added an extra layer of thickness for 
a firm yet plush feel. The sloped, waterfall edge helps promote proper circulation 
so you can sit for longer periods. Productivity, here you come. 

TEXTILE: Impress Mesh (back), Maharam Rove Pomelo (seat)

TEXTILE: Black Mesh (back), Green Hides Lena White (seat)
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mesh that does more
Talk about a mesh that’s multi-talented. To maximize long-range comfort, we used 
a looser weave pattern for extra breathability. We also pre-dyed the strands before 
crafting the weave to help your mesh shades stay vibrant longer. This also means the 
dye stays on your chair—without bleeding onto your clothes (you’re welcome).  

TEXTILE: Black Mesh (back), Momentum Dive Black (seat)TEXTILE: Slate Mesh (back), Maharam Pick 005 (seat) TEXTILE: Slate Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Horizon Skyline (seat)
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sit. stay a while.
The Focus® mulitpurpose seating collection is lightweight, comfortable 
and completely customizable. The popular mesh back option offers 
flexible suspension construction for dynamic lumbar support—without 
the bulk of heavy upholstery. Translation? It’s easy to move in and 
around—whether you’re fidgeting during a lecture or swinging around 
for an impromptu group think.

Use natural materials to add warmth to any setting. Our wood 
back model is crafted from thin strips of plywood using a special 
compression technique that eliminates the need for bolts. The result 
is a smooth arc that mimics the natural contours of the human back 
while maximizing both curvature and stability. TEXTILES: Black Mesh (back), Designtex Rocket Flame (seat)
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we’ve raised the bar
Get your office happy hour-ready. Choose from two different heights for cafeterias,  
breakrooms and common areas. 

TEXTILES (LEFT AND RIGHT): Sand Mesh, Amplify Navy, Fog and Fire Mesh (back), Designtex Sarong Black Lotus (seat)
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one for every room
Our complete Focus® line offers a customizable model for every room 
in the office—whether you need task stools for a collaborative work 
station or a more elevated solution for a private office.
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TEXTILES (LEFT AND RIGHT): Black Mesh (back), Momentum Medley Olivia (seat); Black Mesh (back), Green Hides Lena Canary (seat); Black Mesh (back), 
Momentum Beeline Sprout (seat); Black Mesh (back), Momentum Medley Olivia (seat)



options for days
From sportier striped mesh styles to hyper-adjustable arms, we’ve got a 
myriad of different ways to personalize your Focus®.
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Mesh Plastic* Upholstered Pad**

*Plastic back only offered in Black and Highback style.   **Gathered for a casual, loose fit.  ***Not available for Focus executive model. 

****Only available in highback. 

THE BACK
Height: Choose from mesh, plastic or upholstered in either midback or highback styles.*

THE BASE
Finish: Customize your frame color to add subtle polish to your final design.

Casters: Choose from carpet-friendly, hard-floor safe and self-locking options. For a more streamlined 
look, try our Sport style. 

THE ARMS
Type: Choose from armless, fixed and multi-adjustable arms. Frame finish comes in either black or silver.

1 arm. 4 ways.  
• Height adjustable
• Height/width adjustable (4-way) 
• Height/width/depth adjustable (6-way) 
• Height/width/depth adjustable + armrest pivot  
  (10-way)

BlackImpress***Freeway*** SlateSand

Mesh: All five meshes are stain-resistant and non-toxic.

Pads: For cushion-like support, go Standard. For better grip and a more streamlined look, try our Sport.

Standard Sport

Black Brushed Aluminum Polished Aluminum

THE EXTRAS
Add-ons: Personalize your support from top to bottom.

Headrest**** Lumbar Support

Fixed

Armless

Standard Sport



Ganging Bracket Stacking Cart*

Wood Slotted WoodMesh Upholstered Armless Fixed Loop Tablet Oversized Tablet
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Medium Cherry Amber Mahogany EspressoClear Maple

style on the side
Our crowd-pleasing side chair offers tons of ways to complement your space—whether you need 
matching guest seating for an office or lightweight solutions for a multi-use room.

THE BACK
Style: Choose from breathable mesh, an upholstered pad back for extra comfort or one of our 
wood back options to add natural warmth to any setting.

Wood: Go for solid wood for a classic look or opt for our slotted option to facilitate airflow. 

Aqua Apple Tangerine Fire Electric Blue

Desert Fog Nickel Navy Onyx

Mesh: Coordinate easily with any of our task and executive models—or go bold and add a pop of color. 

BlackImpressFreeway SlateSand

THE ARMS
Type: Our tablet arm options are perfect for training rooms and classrooms. 

Caster or Glide Silver Frame Black Frame

THE BASE
Finish: Customize your frame color. Also choose from multiple glide options and  
carpet/hard floor-safe casters depending on your floor surface.

THE EXTRAS
Add-ons: Explore convenient accessories to accommodate 
multi-use spaces.

*Wood back chairs are not stackable.
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slim, stackable frame

TASK SIDE
choose from mesh, fully upholstered, 
wood and slotted wood back options

silver or black frame finish

choose from multiple glide 
and caster options

wall saver frame design 
helps protect surfaces

enhanced synchro, swivel-tilt, 
knee tilt or basic tilt mechanisms 
to accommodate a wide range  
of users 

looser-weave mesh 
for extra breathability

intuitive lumbar support 
built into back design 

choose from  
10 arm options

a closer look

comfortable, 
rounded arm pads 

adjustable seat 
depth (optional) 

heavy duty seat option 
can support up to 350 lb. 

the tilt lock offers a back lock 
feature to ensure correct posture 
and support
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specifications

For more information, please visit us at sitonit.net • tel (888) 274-8664 • fax (714) 995-4855 • sales@sitonit.net • 6415 Katella Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630
SitOnIt and Focus are trademarks or registered trademarks of Exemplis. ©2017 Exemplis.  Form No. C165   09/17   12K   Printed in USA. 

FRONT COVER TEXTILE: Freeway Mesh (back), Momentum Cover Cloth Cyan (seat)

MODEL 56-Cart 
STACKING CART

CART WITH  
5 CHAIRS

Overall Width 24 24
Overall Width Armless 24.5
Overall  Width with Arms 24.5
Overall Depth 31 38
Overall Height 9.5 55.75
Weight 50 lbs.

 Dimensions are in inches.

MODEL 5624 B1  
EXECUTIVE  
HIGHBACK MESH

5622 MIDBACK     5623 B1/5623 B2 
WORK HIGHBACK 
MESH/HIGHBACK  
FLEXIBLE PLASTIC

5622/5623 
MIDBACK/HIGHBACK 
TASK STOOL

5651 S9/5652 S9 
5651 S2/5652 S2
24” COUNTER STOOL
30 BAR STOOL

5651/5652  
SIDE CHAIR

Overall Width Armless 20 20 20 20.5/20 20.5 20.5
Overall Width with Arms 27 27.3 27.5 27.3/27.5 24.5 24.5
Overall Depth 28.25 25 26 25/26 (mesh & wood) 26

(uph) 25
(mesh & wood) 26
(uph) 25

Overall Height 39.5 35
(B3/B8) 0.5

39
(B3/B8) 0.5

(S1) 41.6/45
(S2) 46/50

(mesh) 39.5/46.5
(uph & wood) 37/44

(mesh) 34
(uph & wood) 32.5

Seat Width 20 20 20 20 18 18
Seat Depth 18.5 18.5-20.75 18.5-20.75 18.5 18.5 18.5
Seat Height 17.5-21.5 (T) 16.5-20.125

(K) 17.5-20.5
(Y) 16.75-20.75 
(Y) (B3/B8)  
     16.88-20.25

(T) 16.5-20.125
(K) 17.5-20.5
(Y) 16.75-20.75
(Y) (B3/B8)  
     16.88-20.25

(S1) 21-29
(S2) 24-34

24/31 18

Back Width 18.25 18.25 18.3 18.25/18.3 20.5 20.5
Back Height 23.5 20 23.5 20/23.5 18 18
Weight Armless 37.5 lbs. 35.5 lbs. (mesh) 36.5 lbs.

(plastic) 36.5 lbs.
(S1) 39.5 lbs./40.5 lbs.
(S2) 40.5 lbs./41.5 lbs.

(mesh & uph) 28 lbs./30 lbs.
(wood) 29 lbs./31 lbs. 

(mesh & uph) 21 lbs.
(wood) 22 lbs. 

Weight with Arms 44.5 lbs. 41.5 lbs. (mesh) 42.5 lbs.
(plastic) 42.5 lbs.

(S1) 45.5 lbs./46.5 lbs.
(S2) 46.5 lbs./47.5 lbs.

(mesh & uph) 31 lbs./33 lbs.
(uph & wood) 32 lbs./34 lbs. 

(mesh & uph) 24 lbs.
(wood) 25 lbs.

COM 1.1 yds. 1.1 yds. (mesh) 1.1 yds.
(plastic) 1.1 yds.

(mesh) 1.1 yds.
(plastic) 1.1 yds.

(mesh & wood) 1 yd.
(uph) 1.25 yds. 

(mesh & wood) 1 yd.
(uph) 1.25 yds.

COL 20 sq. ft. 20 sq. ft. (mesh) 20 sq. ft.
(plastic) 20 sq. ft.

(mesh) 20 sq. ft.
(plastic) 20 sq. ft.

(mesh & wood) 20 sq. ft.
(uph) 23 sq. ft.

(mesh & wood) 20 sq. ft.
(uph) 23 sq. ft.

Weight Capacity 300 lbs. 300 lbs.
(Y) 350 lbs.

300 lbs.
(Y) 350 lbs.

300 lbs. 300 lbs. 300 lbs.

 Dimensions are in inches.


